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Orleans, France

We examine the problem of interpreting the direct measurementof the polarization sensefor HF
plasma waves, in a cold and collisionlessmagnetoplasmawhen two propagation modes are simultaneously present. Two types of propagationmode estimatorsare considered. The first, generally more
sensitiveto quasi-parallelwaves, consistsin the determination of the signsof cross-spectrabetween
two electric or two magneticwave field components,both perpendicularto each other and to B0. The
second,more sensitiveto quasi-perpendicularwaves, is obtainedby testingthe ratio of the parallel to
the perpendicularenergy, againstphysical thresholds.Interpretations of the results are shown to be a
function of the wave and plasma parameters. Applicationsperformed on synthetic data constructed
from two propagationmode models with different wave distribution functions (WDF) are presented.
They show that the combinationof the different propagationmode estimatorsoften enablesus to point
out the presenceof the two modes. Moreover, when the WDFs of the two modes are very different and
when the wave frequency is far from the characteristic frequencies of the medium, the main
propagationproperties of each mode may be derived.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The direct identification of the magnetoionic mode of
high-latitude wave emissions is still controversial. As discussed by Stix [1962], cold-plasma theory predicts four
distinct electromagneticmodesof propagationat frequencies
above the ion gyrofrequency. These modes are the freespace L-O mode (left-hand polarized, ordinary mode), the
free-space R-X mode (right-hand polarized, extraordinary
mode), the whistler mode, and the Z mode. With the
exception of a few regions in the Clemmow-Mullaly-Allis
(CMA) diagram, two modes may coexist [Stix, 1962; Allis e!
al., 1963].

At present, the controversy is particularly strongas to the
mode of auroral kilometric radiation (AKR). Because the
radiation escapesfreely from the Earth, it must be propagated in the free-space modes. Several polarization studies,
mainly basedon comparisonsbetween the wave frequencies
and the characteristicfrequenciesof the medium, conclude
that the radiation is generatedin the R-X mode [Gurnett and
Green, 1978; Kaiser et al., 1978; Benson and Calvert, 1979].
However, Oya and Morioka [1983] have presented evidence
that radiation is propagatedin the L-O mode. One explanation proposed by Benson [1984] is that the R-X mode
emanates from low-density cavities above the auroral regions and that the L-O mode is dominant in regions of
relatively high electrondensity. Direct polarizationmeasurements performed on DE 1, using orthogonal dipole electric
antennasoriented such that, from time to time, they become

perpendicularto the local magneticfield vector B0, have
pointed out the presence of R-X modes [Shawhan and
Gurnett, 1982]. The detection of the L-O mode in other

regions is obviously not excluded. The point is that the
identification

of the AKR

wave

mode

in satellite

wave

observations is important to the development of a correct
theory for the AKR generation mechanism; for a review on
AKR, see Grabbe [1981] and Oya and Morioka [1983].
As shown by Lefeuvre e! al. [1986], the mode that is
Copyright 1989 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 89JA00743.
0148-0227/89/89JA-00743505.00

identified from electric or magnetic wave field component
measurementsis not always the one that conveys the maximum wave energy density. Suppose that the L-O and the
R-X modes are simultaneously present in the wave observations presented by Shawhan and Gurnett [1982]. As the R-X
mode gives the sense of polarization, one may be led to
conclude that the R-X mode conveys the most energy.
However, this may not be the case. According to Lefeuvre et
al. [1986], the kind of estimators used by Shawhan and
Gurnett, first, may be strongly biased in the vicinity of the
critical frequencies, and so probably around the electron
gyrofrequency where the AKR is supposedto be generated
[de Feraudy et al., 1987], and, second, may favor the mode
correspondingto waves having the wave normal direction K

alongthe Earth's magneticfield B0. Then, before interpreting polarization measurements, it is indispensable to evaluate the possible bias of the estimators and to find a way to
check whether oblique waves propagating in the L-O mode
are simultaneouslypresent with the R-X mode or not.
The aim of the present paper is to give a general approach
allowing us to answer these requirements. No hypothesis is
made, a priori, about the distribution of the angle 0 between
K and B0. The studyis not restrictedto AKR phenomenabut
is extended to all HF waves, i.e., to all waves with frequencies well above the proton gyrofrequency. The medium is
supposedto be a cold collisionlessmagnetoplasma.In the
absence

of satellite

data with

more

than three

wave

field

components, we have tested our ideas on synthetic data
only. But the methods described here will find full applications in future satellite missions such as Interball, where
three magnetic wave field components and one electric field
component will be transmitted to the ground in the HF
range. Furthermore, they will be of prime importance in the
designof future satellite missionswhen selectingwhich field
componentsto measure and transmit to the ground.
The plan of the paper is as follows: Section 2 recaptures
the dispersionrelation and the characteristic frequencies of
the medium. The wave distribution function (WDF) concept
is used to evaluate the contribution to the senseof polarization, when different waves modes are simultaneously
present. It is shown that two polarization estimators (for
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nary mode, whose low-frequency cutoff is the R = 0 cutoff in
the CMA diagram:

fx=

'2
e+t•l
"2
+fce
-••fp

(2)

The low-frequency cutoff of the L-O mode is at the electron

plasmafrequency
fee, i.e., P = 0 in the CMA diagram.The
Z mode is a slow extraordinary mode bounded by the upper
hybrid resonance(S = 0 in the CMA diagram):

fUHR
= VJ•e+./•e

(3)

and the L = 0 cutoff:

Fig. 1. Cartesian coordinate system used in the paper.

fz =
quasi-paralleland quasi-perpendicularwaves) can give the
polarization mode in the general case where the 0 distribution is unknown. Examples of synthetic data are given. The
validity domains and thresholds needed to compare to experimental data are given in section 3. Section 4 offers some
general conclusions.
2.

ESTIMATORS OF THE POLARIZATION

fce

,2+

(4)

e

TheZ moderadiationmaybe a right-hand
(fpe/f< 1) or a
left-hand(fpe/f> 1) polarizedmode.The whistlermodeis
limitedby eitherfpe or fce, whicheveris smaller.Other
representations of auroral wave emission can be seen in
Figure 2 of Gurnett et al. [1983] and in Figures 3 and 4 of
Grabbe [1981]. From the CMA diagrams in Figure 2, it is
seen that the R-X mode and the L-O mode can coexist, as
well as the L-O mode and the Z right-handed mode, or the Z

SENSE

!eft-handed

The Dispersion Relations
A Cartesian coordinate system Oxyz (Figure 1) is assumed,in which the z axis lies along Bo, the x axis is in the
local magnetic meridian plane and points in the direction
away from the Earth, and the y axis is oriented eastward. In
this system, the wave normal direction K is characterizedby
the polar angle 0 and the azimuthal angle •b, as measured
from the local magnetic meridian plane. Consideringvariations of the electric and magnetic fields proportional to exp
i(2•rft - K r), and taking •b = 0, the dispersionrelation is
expressed as

mode and the whistler

mode.

The Use of the WDF Concept

Assumingthat Oz is parallel to B0 (Figure 1), the electric
and magnetic wave field components are combined for the
sake of conveniencein a generalized electric vector e whose
components are

1,2,3
= Ex,y,z

84,5,
6 = Zoi•x,y,z

(5)

with Z 0 beingthe wave impedancein free space.The WDF

-iD

S-n 2

0

Ey

•n2cos0 sin0

0

P- n2sin
2

Ez/

-0

(1)

where n is the refractive index (n = kc/2•rf with c the
velocity of light). The quantities S, D, and P are defined as
by Stix [1962], but for frequencies well above the proton
gyrofrequency they can be written

S= •.(R+ L)

1

D = •(R- L)

specifieshow the wave energy is distributed relative to the
two angles 0 and •b, the wave frequencyf, and the propagation mode rn (ordinaryor extraordinary).It is written Fm(f,
cos 0, •b) and defined as being everywhere nonnegative.
[Storeyand Lefeuvre, 1979].At a given wave frequencyf0,
it is related to the autospectraand cross-powerspectraof the
six wave field componentsby the expression

So'(fo)
=-•Z
m

ao'm(fO
, COS
0,(•)Fm(fO,
COS
0,qb)do'
(6)

R=I-•

L=I-•

f(f -- fce)

f(f + fce)

The integral is taken over the surface of a unit sphere,

wheredo' = d cos0 d•b is the solid-angle
element.Sij is
either the autospectrum(i = j) or the cross-spectrum(i :• j)
P=I

betweenthe ei and ej components.
The coefficients
aum,
which are the kernels of the integral equations, are directly

wherefceandfpearetheelectrongyrofrequency
andplasma related to the correspondingautospectra and cross-spectra
frequency.
The main types of electromagnetic plasma waves observed in high-latitudeauroral regionsare representedin the
CMA diagram [Stix, 1962] in Figure 2. Since the wave
frequency is high, the ion effect is negligible, and we do not
considerregionsabove 8. The R-X mode is a fast extraordi-

for an elementary plane wave in the magnetoionic mode rn.
Their algebraicexpression,derived from the Maxwell equations, is given by Storey and Lefeuvre [ 1980]. They implicitly

dependon the plasmaparameters
fpe andfce' The kernels
whose expressionsare needed here are listed in the appendix.
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Fig. 2. CMA diagramfrom Stix [1962]with the maintypesof electromagnetic
wavesobservedin the Earth'spolar
magnetosphere
and with negligibleion effect. Hatchedareasrepresent(a) the R-X mode; (b) the L-O mode; (c) the Z

modewithright-hand
polarization
ontheleft off = fee andleft-hand
polarization
ontherightoff = fee' and(d) the
whistler

mode.

Polarization Estimator for Quasi-Parallel

(5 and11by Alliset at.), the quantity(n2 - S)/D hasthe

Waves

samesignfor the two magnetoionicmodes. This meansthat
in those regionsit is impossibleto identify the propagation
mode of a wave field from the cross-powerspectralmeasurements of two electric componentstaken in a plane perpendicularto B0. In regionsdenoted6-a and 12 by Stix (13 and
7-a by Allis et at.), the situationis even more complicated.

Lefeuvre et al. [1986] pointed out that for quasi-parallel

waves,thesigns
ofIra (a12m)
and(n2 - S)/Darethesamein
most regions of the CMA diagram: positive for right-handed
and negative for left-handed waves. However, in a few
regions the situation is more complicated, as shown by Allis
et al. [1963]. In the regions denoted 3 and 10 by Stix [1962]

Here,thequantity(n2 - S) takesa zerovaluefor a critical
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Fig. 3. Representation
of n2 -- S inregion
6-aoftheCMAdiagram
(Stix)fordifferent
Ocvalues.
Whenfce/f>> I the
asymptotic
solution
is givenby cos0 = ft,e/f.

angle0c,givenby sin20c = P/S.Examples
of Ocvalues
in a very intense wave energy density is conveyed at large 0
region 6-a of the Stix diagramare displayedin Figure 3. For

waves,the signof Im (a •) and Im (a45)is controlledby small

n2 < S to therightof thefigure,it is impossible
to identify

0 waves.

The reader will note that in the R mode the Im

the mode becausethe signsfor the two modesare identical,

(a•2m) coefficientis not null at 0 = 90ø, which means that
whileforn2 > $ to theleft,theR modeaswellastheL mode large 0 waves may contributeto the sign of Im (S•2).
can be distinguished. With the exception of the regions
For the caseshownin panelsA 3 and B3, the variationwith
mentioned above, we obtain the relations for the cross- 0 is completely different for the electric and the magnetic
power spectraof the two componentsof the electricfield components. When considering first the magnetic ones, it
orthogonalto B0:
canbe seenthat a largescalefactor existsbetweenIm (a45rn)
in the L mode and in the R mode. The L mode is clearly
Im (S•2) > 0 • R waves
dominant, with the consequencethat unlessthe wave energy
(7) density in the L mode is negligible relative to the wave
Im (S•2) < 0 • L waves
energy density in the R mode, it is the L mode only that
contributesto the sign of Im (S45). In other words, it is
A null value is associatedeither with a linear polarizationor
practically impossibleto detect the presenceof the R mode
with an equal contributionof the L and R waves to the sign when the two modes coexist. As far as the electric measureof Im (S•2).
ments are concerned, the main point is the nearly constant
The signof Im (a45m)alsocharacterizesthe polarizationof
value of Im (a•2m)in the R modes.At small 0 valuesthe L
quasi-parallelwaves. It is the sameas the signof the quantity
mode is dominant,but as soonas 0 > 30ø, only the R waves
(n2 - $)P/[D(P- n• sin2 0)]. Substituting
for!m(a45m)
in
contributeto the signof Im (S•2), and it becomesimpossible
(6), we get the relations for the cross-powerspectraof the
to use the sign of Im (S•2) as an estimator of the senseof
two componentsof the magneticfield orthogonalto Bo:
polarization for quasi-parallelwaves.
The variations of Im (a45m)in region 3 of the CMA
Im (S45)> 0 <-• R waves
(8)

Im (S45)< 0 • L waves
which are independentof 0 [Marouan, 1988] and valid in all
regionsof the CMA diagram without any restriction. A null
value is associatedeither with a linear polarizationor with an
equal contributionof the L and R waves to the sign of Im
(S45).
One may evaluate the contribution of each mode to the

signof Im (S•2) and Im (S45)by plottingIm (a12m)and Im

diagram
areillustrated
in Figure4, panelB4. At smaller0

values the R mode is limited by resonanceangle. Since Im
(a•2m) cannot be used as an estimator in this region, as
mentioned above, it has not been shown.
Two examples are given for region 6-a of the CMA
diagramin Figure4, panelsB2 and Bs. Once more, only the
magneticestimatorcan be used. For the caseof a low plasma
frequency, shown in panel B2, a slight tendencyexists to
enhancethe L mode, whereasfor the case of a higherplasma
frequency, shownin panel Bs, the L mode has clearly the
more importantcontributionto the signof Im (S45),at least

(a45m) versus 0. One example was given in Figure 2 of
Lefeuvre et al. [ 1986],and further examplesare presentedin for 0 values less than 50 ø. The reader will note that the
Figure 4 for a range of plasma parameters. It can be maximum contribution of the R waves is at 0 = 30 ø and not
ø.
observedthat the estimatorsgenerallyare more sensitiveto at0=0
small 0 values. In region 1 of the CMA diagram (Figure 4:
panels A•, A3, B•, and B3), electric as well as magnetic
Polarization Estirnatorsfor Quasi-Perpendicular
componentscan be used to determinethe senseof polariza- Waves

tion. For the caseshownin Figure4, panelsA• and B•, the

contributionsof the R and L modes are approximatelythe
same with a slight tendency to enhancethe L mode. Unless

Intuitively the polarization sensefor perpendicularwaves
may be estimatedfrom the quantities
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Fig. 4. Variationsof the absolutevaluesof Im (a12)andIm (a45)versus0. The wave frequencyisf = 300 kHz. We

have(AzandBz)f•,e/f= 0.08andfce/f= 0.9,(B2)f•,e/f= 0.08andfce/f= 1.1,(A3 andB3)f•,e/f= 0.75andfce/f= 0.4,
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polarizationare considered.The units are arbitrary.
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TABLE

n2

1.

Expressions of the Kernels of the Appendix in Special Cases

Im (a12)

odR
2vR

o
0o
90 ø

- odL
2vL

Im (a45)

a33

all + a22

a66

a44 + a55

odR
v•

0

2Od
VR
R2

0

2OdvoP

0

0
0
0

2odvl•R
2odvœ
L
2OdvoP

odL
vœ

0

0

2Od
VLL2

a
90 ø

RL/S

S

2••

2vx

Vx

0

Vx RL

Herea = l/e0andvi = 1/2to3 {0/0•o
[- (ton)-2]}i;
i = R, L, O orX.

It canbeobserved
thattheP' functions
aregenerally
more

833
PE -- •

Sll + S22
(9)

866

sensitiveto large 0 values. Region 1 of the CMA diagram is
again the only one where electric as well as magnetic
estimators can be used. For the case shown in Figure 5,

panelsA1 and B1, the electricand magneticcurvesare quite
similar, and P•rx and Pbo reach their maximum (=0.2) at
0E = OH = 50ø, whereas P•ro and Pbx are monotonic

S44q- S55
which representthe ratios of the parallel to the perpendicular
energy for the electric and magnetic wave fields. For 0-->

functions
thatrunfromzeroat 0 = 0øto ooat 0 = 90ø.P•r(o+x)
andPb(o+x)aremeancurvesvaryingfrom0 to 1. Referring

•r/2,Pœ-• ooandPH --->0 for O polarization
(n2 --->P), to the relations (11), we see that P•r > 0.2 indicates the
whereas
P•r-->0 andPH--->
ooforX polarization
(n2--->
RL/S). presence of an O mode whereas P H > 0.2 identifies the
In the following we will show that there are thresholdsin PE
and PH in certain casesallowingthe identificationof both the

presenceof an X mode. It is likely that the hypothesis of a
singlepropagatingmode can be made for P•r or P H >> 0.2.
O and the X modes.
The main contribution to the final value of the P•r and P H
Consider first the following quantities:
estimatorsis due to large 0 waves, one possibledefinition of
the large 0 waves being 0 > 0•r, OH.For the case shownin
a33m(O)
Figure 5, panels A3 and B3, the situationis almost the same
Pk( O)m=
m= O, X
allre(O)+ a22m(O)
for PH, Pbo havinga maximum=0.2 at OH= 52ø. Due to the
(10) logarithmic scale, the P•x curve is not represented, but a
threshold<0.01 may be adoptedto point out the presenceof
a66m(O)
the O mode (see Figure 11).
Ph( O)m=
rn = O, X
a44m(O)+ a55m(O)
The situation in region 3 is illustrated in Figure 5, panel
B4. There is a resonanceanglefor the X modeat 0 = 25ø.The
Examples of the functions P'(O)m are shown in Figure 5
(solid lines) for the wave and plasma parameters correspond- maximumof the Pbo curve is equal to =0.1 for OH = 40ø.
The two examples of region 6-a (panels B2 and Bs) have
ing to Figure 4. Their characteristicscan be understoodwith
slightlydifferent maxima, but do not present any particulartheaidof theexpressions
foraijlistedin Table1,fromwhich ity.
it follows that P•r(O)x= P•r('rr/2)x= 0. With the exceptionof
Returning to (11), it can be concluded that P•r values
regions 3, 10, 6-a, and 12, discussedin the previous section,
greater than Q•r indicate the presenceof the O mode. The
P•r(O)x is bounded by a maximum value Qœ at 0 = 0œ.
exactP•r value dependson 0 and on the wave energydensity
Similarly for the magnetic components,Pb(O)o = Pb(•r/
in each mode. In the sameway, PH values greater than QH
2)0 = 0. In all regions of the CMA diagram, Pb(O)o is
correspondto the presence of the X mode. On the other
boundedby a maximum value QH at 0 = OH.Formally, Qœ
hand, a value of P•r less than Q•r, or of P H less than QH,
and QH can be expressedas
cannot be readily interpreted since it may be due to parallel
waves in any mode as well as to nonparallel waves in the X
Qœ= max [P•r(O)x] 0_< 0_< •r/2
mode for Pe and in the O mode for P H.
(11)

max [Pb(O)o]

0_< 0_< •r/2

The Mode Identification

Combining the results obtained for the quasi-parallel and
For the electric component of the O mode we find that
P•r(O)o = 0 and P•r(•r/2)o = oo. Since the wave normal quasi-perpendicularestimators,one generally obtains good
surfacesnever cross,it followsthat P•r(O)o> P•r(O)xfor 0 -< information on the propagationmode present in the medium
0 -< •r/2, again in all regions except the ones mentioned and on their propagation characteristics, without any hyabove. Similar argumentsfor the magnetic component of the
X mode lead to Pb(O)x > Pb(O)o, which is valid in all

pothesison the 0 distribution. This is illustrated in Figure 6
for two different values of the wave and plasma parameters.

regions.
A wave field may consist of both O mode and X mode. An
example of the P values for a mixed wave field is shownwith
dotted lines in Figure 5. The field is composedof two WDFs

The symbols(1[)and (_1_)
representquasi-parallel
and quasi-

identical

assumethat in regions where they can be compared, there is
no inconsistencybetween the signsof Im (S•2) and Im (S45).
Obviously, simultaneous values of P•r and P H, such as

to Dirac

distributions

and centered

on the same

value of 0. One WDF is the O mode, and the other the X
mode.

perpendicular propagation and are absent for propagation
that is both parallel and perpendicular;Or is the resonance

angleof the R-X modeat fpe/f = 0.75 andfce/f = 0.9. We
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plasma parameters are the same as in Figure 4.
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= 0.08 ; f=./f
Im (S•)

panel B4, for which a resonanceangle has to be taken into

= 0.9 •
> 0

Im

(S•)

PH

0

PH

Q.

•

0

0 i•_x(//) R-x
PE

fo./f

R-X(//)

R-X

L-0(

L-0(•)

• )

= 0.75 ; f•./f
Im (S45)

Q•

•

L-0(//)

L-0(//)

L-0

L-0

R-X(ñ
R-X(

)
_L )

> 0

Im (S45)

< 0
P.

Q•

•

0

QH

•

0

R-X ( or )

L-0(//)
R-X(8r)
not

R-X

detectable

R-X ( 8r )

R-X

L-0( •

L-0(

)

The following two points come out:
1. For wave frequencies very close to a critical frequency(f = fx in panel B• of Figure 4) it is always the L-O
mode which is identified, unless it has very little energy
comparedto the R-X mode, which is consistentwith panel
B3 of Figure 4, where the Im (a45) values in the R-X mode
are always negligiblein relation to the Im (a45) valuesin the
L-O

= 0.9 •

P.

0

account.

< 0

L-0

• )

R-X(8r)

detectable

L-0(//)
R-X(•)
L-0

not

R-X( • )

mode.

2. There is no simple rule to determine which waves
have the most important contribution to the signsof Im (S•2)
and Im (S4•).
The only way to improve our mode identification is to
compute the values of the P• and P H estimators and to
comparethem to the Q• and QH thresholds.This has been
done for the same conditions as above, substituting the five
WDF models into (6). The QE and QH values are directly
derived from Figure 5. The set of all relevant values is given
in Table 2b. The results of the tests are summarized

Fig. 6. Identification of the propagationmodes and the main
propagationcharacteristicswhen combiningthe quasi-paralleland
quasi-perpendicularestimationsof polarization. In the top panel, Im

(S0) meanseitherIm (S]2)or Im (S45).

PE >> QE and PH >> QH, correspondto caseswith two
modes.

All these considerations being taken into account, it is
observed that, provided the WDFs in each mode have
different 0 distributions, one can make the distinction be-

in Table

2c. The dashesmean that P• < Q• or PH < QH. We note
that (1) in most cases,P• and PH values of the order of 0.2
are high enoughto detect the presenceof a given mode, and
(2) as forecast,P• valuesare used to point out the presence
of one mode (hereL-O) whereasPH values are usedto point
out the presence of the other mode (here R-X), the two
measurementsbeing sometimescomplementary (model 5).
Now, examining Tables 2 a and 2c, we see that in most
cases where electric and magnetic measurements can be
compared(A• and B•, A3 and B3) one identifiesthe simul-

tween propagationsin a singlemode or in two modes, with
indicationson the generalpropagationcharacteristics:quasiparallel or quasi-perpendicular. There are exceptions in

R-X

L-O

L-O

R-X

cases with a dominant mode, i.e., when there is a large

difference in the value of the Im (a12rn)and Im (a45rn)
coefficients. In such cases there will always exist combinations of the signof Im (S•2) and Im (S4•), and of the value of
P• and PH, for which it is impossibleto see whether the
nondominantmode is present or not. The caseof a dominant
mode is discussed further

in section 3.

The techniquecan be applied to experimentaldata. Know-

(1)

(2)

ing the plasmaparameters
fce andfoe and the wave frequency, one needsonly to look to the signof Im (S•2) and/or
Im (S4•) and to calculate the ratios P• and/or PH. These
ratios must be compared to thresholdsevaluated as in (11).
An exampleof the identificationof the modeswith synthetic

R-X

(3)

L-O

data is given below.
Examples of Applications

R-X

As an example of application, consider five different
models of WDF (see Figure 7) where waves in the R-X and
(4)
L-O
in the L-O modesare simultaneouslypresent.For the sakeof
simplicity, it is assumed that the WDF in each mode is
'
o
constant over a given 0 interval, the central 0 values of the
R-X
L-O
WDFs being different for the two modes. No information on
the ß distributionis needed since Im (a12m)and Im (a45m)
(5)
are not • dependent. For each model, taking the plasma
parameters of Figure 4, one obtains with (6) the values of Im
[S•2(f)] and Im [S45(f)]. Then, applying (7) and (8), one
io o
e'oo
,'oo e
estimatesa propagationmode. The set of results is summarized in Table 2 a. In order to avoid too specificdiscussions, Fig. 7. Models of WDF usedfor a test on syntheticdata. The units
are arbitrary.
we have not consideredthe plasma parameters of Figure 4,
i
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TABLE 2a. Resultsof the Test With SyntheticData ObtainedFrom Figure7: Polarization
Estimator for Quasi-Parallel Waves

Region1,

Region1,

Region1,

Region6a,

Region1,

Region6a,

Model

Case AI

Case A3

Case B I

Case B2

Case B3

Case B5

I
2
3
4
5

R-X

R-X

R-X

R-X

L-O

R-X

L-O
R-X
R-X
L-O

L-O
R-X
R-X
R-X

L-O
R-X
L-O
L-O

L-O
R-X
R-X
L-O

L-O
L-O
L-O
L-O

L-O
R-X
L-O

L-O

The first two columnsrefer to panelsAl and A 3 of Figure4 obtainedfor electricmeasurements,
whereasthe lastfour refer to panelsB l to B5 of Figure4, obtainedfor magneticmeasurements.

taneous presence of the two modes. In all the other cases, Feraudyet al., 1987]we obtain
fpe = 20. kHz. Asfce = 208
where we rely on the magneticdata only, the full identifica- kHz, whenworking
atf = 233kHz, we havefpe/f= 0.085

tion dependson the signof Im (S45).If it is negative,i.e., if
it showsup the L-O mode,the PH estimatormay point out
the presenceof the R-X mode. If it is positive, i.e., if it

andfce/f-' 0.89, whichis typicallythe caseof our Figure5,
panelA•. The computationof PœgivesPœ= 1.12. Referring
to Figure 5, panel A•, and equation(12), Pœ is compared
correspondsto the R-X mode, it is not necessaryto estimate againstQœ= 0.20. Our conclusion
is that, assuggested
by de
the PH value any more: it doesnot containany supplemen- Feraudy et al. [1987], L-O mode waves are definitely
tary information.
present.Moreover, if we take the lower cutofffrequencyof
Returningto the ideal caseswhere magneticplus electric the event as well as the spinmodulationpattern of the band
data may be compared,most of the time one can obtain first as indicatorsof the presenceof R-X mode waves, we find,
approximationson the propagationcharacteristicsin each with de Feraudy et al., that AKR emissions in the source
mode.As an example,considerplasmaparametersof panels regionsare the sumof L-O andR-X modewaves. However,
A• andB• of Figures4 and5. Applyingthe strategydefinedin to be affirmativeaboutthe presenceof R-X modewaves, one
Figure6 andusing
thesigns
ofIm (So.)
andthePœ,PH values would needto estimatethe quantities(7), (8), and (9).
of Table 2, one observesthat for model 1, the R-X modeis
conveyedby ratherparallelwavesandthe L-O modeby rather
3. THE VALIDITY DOMAINS
perpendicularwaves;model2 is the oppositeof model 1; the
propagation characteristicsof model 3 are similar to those of

The Dominant

Modes

model1; theL-O modeof model4 is not detected;andfinally
To determinethe wave and plasmaparametersfor which
for model5 we findL-O modewavesplusR-X modewaves
the quasi-parallel
polarizationestimatorsare stronglybiased
propagating
withK vectorsnearlyperpendicular
to B0.
towardone of the two modes(seeFigure4, panelB3), we
An experimentalillustrationof the interest of a good
define the quantities
definitionof thePœthresholdcanbe foundin theVikingdata
recordedby the V4H experiment[Bahnsenet al., 1987]. In
Im [a12(O)]L
g12 =
this experiment,the measuredelectricfield componentis
Im [a12(O)]R
alternativelyalmostparallel,thenperpendicular
to the geo(12)
magneticfield B0. Then, assumingthe wave field is time
stationary,
afterhalfthe spinrotationonemayestimate
Pœ
Im [a45(O)]L
R45 =
(seeequation(9)). Thishasbeendonefor theeventof Figure
Im [a45(O)]R
1 of de Feraudy et al. [1987]just at the time (=2033 UT)
wherethe satelliteseemsto passthroughthe sourceregion For R•2 and R45 greater than 1 the L mode is called the
of AKR emissions.
Assumingthat the plasmafrequencyis dominantmode,whilefor R •2andR45lessthan 1 theR mode
given by the upper cutoff frequencyof the VLF hiss [de is dominant.When one modeis dominant,the polarization
TABLE 2b. Resultsof theTestWith Synthetic
DataObtainedFromFigure7: Polarization
Estimatorfor Quasi-Perpendicular
Waves

Model
I
2
3
4
5

CaseAI,

Q = 0.22
PE

0.70
0.13
0.38
0.13
0.33

CaseA3,

Q = 10-3
PE

0.81
0.11
0.37
0.06
0.39

CaseBl,

Q = 0.22
PH

0.14
0.54
0.12
0.94
0.32

The columnheadsrefer to panelsof Figure5.

CaseB2,

Q = 0.12
PH

0.12
0.59
0.11
1.05
0.32

CaseB3,

Q = 0.21
PH

0.16
0.14
0.15
0.23
0.23

CaseB5,

Q = 0.10
PH

0.06
0.64
0.08
1.23
0.30
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TABLE 2c.
Model
1
2
3
4
5

Results of the Test With Synthetic Data Obtained from Figure 7: Polarization
Estimator for Quasi-PerpendicularWaves

Case A1

Case A3

L-O
'"
L-O
'"
L-O

L-O
L-O
L-O
L-O
L-O

Case B1

Case B2

Case B3

Case B5

R-X

'"

R-X

R-X
R-X

R-X
R-X

R-X
R-X

............
R-X
............
R-X
R-X

The column heads refer to panels of Figure 5.

Im (S•2) in this region of the CMA diagram is generally
impossiblesince one does not know beforehand the position
identification
difficult.
of the distributionin 0, with respectto the Ocangle. For fce/
In order to study the behavior of R •2 and R45 for different f < 1, it is the mode with the highestwave energy that gives
regionsof the CMA diagram,thefpe/fratiowasfixed,and the sign of Im (S•2) if the waves propagate with small 0
thefce/fratiowastakenas variable.Threefpe/fvaluesare values. But as soon as large 0 waves are present in the R-X
considered' 0.08 (the left vertical line in Figure 2 a), 0.75 (the mode (for instance, 0 > 30ø at fce/f = 0.4 in Figure 4, panel
middle vertical line), and 1.2 (the right vertical line).
B3), they control the signof Im (S•2).
The mode identification is easier with magnetic measureTo have an idea of the 0 dependence, the computationsof
R•2 and R45 are done for one large 0 value (solid curve) and ments (Figure 9b). The L-O mode is dominantbelow fce/fx,
the small 0 values being more sensitive to this mode. Above
for one small 0 value (dashedline). Generally one takes 0 =
80ø and 0 = 5ø, respectively, but those values may be fce/fUHRthe frequencydomainfor which the R45curvesmay
modified in regions with either a resonanceangle Or or an be drawn is a function of the 0 value under consideration. It
angleOcfor whichn2 = S. TheR•2 quantitywasestimated startsfrom the vicinity of fce/fUHRfor a large 0 value, but
even within regions of the CMA diagram where the identifi- fromfce/f • 1 for small0 values.Althoughthe interpretation
cation of the propagation modes is impossible from the is difficult, it is clear that at fce/f valuesbelow = 1.5 the L-O
estimators tend to favor this mode although the other mode
may be of larger energy density, thereby rendering the mode

electric

measurements.

mode is dominant, whereas above this value it is the R-X

Figure 8a showsthe variation of R 12as a functionOffce/f

forfpe/f= 0.08.For R •2 > 1, thereis a tendency
to observe
the left-handed polarized mode, even if the right-handed
polarizedmode hasthe samewave energydensity;for R •2 <
1 the tendencyis to observethe right-handedmode. As fce/f
increases, one passesfrom region 1 in the CMA diagram to
region 6 (regions 2 and 3 are not seen in the graph due to the

fpe/fvalueandthe frequencybin). In region1 thereis an
equal contribution of the two modes for fce/f • 0.3. When
fce/f approaches1, large 0 waves have a highercontribution

100.

R,•

i

f"/f=0.08

10.

(A)

in the R-X mode than in the L-O mode, whereas low 0 waves

1.0

show a highercontributionin the L-O mode closeto fce/f-1 only. When f <fce, the L-O mode is greater than the Z
right-handed mode, particularly for the large 0 waves. Note

f •,/f

thatforfce/fvalues
between
1.0and1.123,thequantity
n2 S is negative at 0 - 80ø, which means that no mode
identificationis possible, at least from the electric measurements. Figure 8b concerns the magnetic measurements
(R45). The 0 - 5ø and 0 - 80ø solutions are practically
identical, except in a very narrow domain around f =fce
where the L-O mode is dominantabovefce as well as below.

i

1.

lO.

lOO.

R45

f ,,/f

=0.08

lO.

Moreimportant
effectsareseenforfpe/f= 0.75(Figure9).
When the electric measurementsare considered (Figure 9a),
no mode identification is possiblebetween the R = 0 cutoff
(fx frequency) and the electron gyrofrequency with our
method. This posesno problem for the interval betweenfx

(B)
1.0

and fUI-IR (region 2 of the CMA diagram) since only one
singlemode propagateshere. However, the interval between
fc,/f
fUHR andfce correspondsto region 3, for which the interpretation of the signof Im (S12)is ambiguous.For fce/f > 1, in
0.1
..... i.
' '' ':10.
region 6-a, the mode identification is again not possibleup to
Fig. 8. (a) Ratio betweenIm (a•2) in the L mode and Im (a •2) in
a fce/f value given by 0 (see Figure 3). The latter constraint
theR modeasa functionoffce/f,withfee/f= 0.08,f = 300kHz. The
explains why there is no 0 = 80ø curve below fce on the solid line correspondsto 0 = 80ø, and the dashedline to 0 = 5ø. (b)
present graph. In any case, the interpretation of the sign of Same as Figure 8a, but for Im (a45).
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mode. For fce/fvalues in betweenfce/fUHRand 1.0, there is
no propagationof small 0 waves due to the resonanceangle.
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100.

=1.2

R12

Atfpe/f= 1.2(Figure10),a modeidentification
is required
for fce/f •

1 only (region 7). Due to the existence of a
10.

resonanceangle the large 0 value has been fixed at 20ø. The
solutions obtained

for the electric

measurements

are dis-

played in Figure 10a. The left-handed polarized mode (Z
mode here) is dominant over a large frequency domain. As
far as the solutionsobtainedfor the magneticmeasurements
are concerned (Figure 10b), they favor the Z mode just
belowfce. At smallerfrequencies,the Z modeis very slightly
dominantfor the largest0 waves (which here are very small),
whereas it is the whistler

/

(A)

•-•

2Oø

5ø .

1,0

fc=/f

mode for the smallest 0 waves.

ß

0.1

.

.

10.

100.

The Pœand PH Thresholds

R45

f ,./f

=1.2

The variationsof the PJrxandPbo maximumvaluesdenoted
QE and QH, respectively,as regardsfce/f, are shownin Figure
10.

11forfpe/f= 0.08(Al, B1),0.75(A2, B2),and1.2(A3, B3).
Note that the Q•r valueshave not beenplottedin regionswhere
the testson the parallelto perpendicularenergyof the electric
field are not relevant. So one can considerthat in the present
field of study, electric and magneticthresholdsare always

(B)
1.0

below-•0.6.At fixedfpe/fvalues,
theybothdecrease
whenfce/f
increases,and, conversely,at fixed fce/f value they both

decrease
whenfpe/fincreases.
In any case, one is very far from the constraints when

assumingplanewavesat 0 - 90ø(Pe -->o•for the O modeand
PH --> o•for the X mode). Valuesof P•r andPH greaterthan

o.1

..... •.

lO.

Fig. 10. (a) SameasFigure8abutforfpe/f= 1.2.Thesolidline
correspondsto 0 = 20ø, and the dashedline to 0 = 5ø. (b) Same as
Figure 10a but for Im (a45).

100.

R,,

i

f ,./f

=0.75

a fraction of unity are sufficientto point out the presenceof
waves propagating in O or X modes.

As an indication,Figure 12 showsthe variationsof the
and 0H angles; 0e values have not been plotted in regions
where the polarization of the electric field is not readily
interpretable. We seethat the waves that contribute the most
to the P•r and PH values always have 0 values above 70øfor
the magneticmeasurementsbut they can also include waves

10.
...

(A)
1.0

propagating
at 0 = 20øfortheelectricmeasurements
(fpe/f80 ø

f
0.1

lO.

1.2). The electric measurements,which were already found
to provide a poor estimator of the polarization of quasiparallel waves (see previous section),may also give rise to a
poor estimator of the polarization of quasi-perpendicular
waves.

100.

R,,5

I

f,./f =0.75

4.

CONCLUSION

We have studied the problem of interpreting the direct
measurementsof polarization sensefor HF plasma waves in
a cold and collisionlessmagnetoplasma,in the case where
two magnetoionicmodesmay simultaneouslybe present. It
is shownthat two types of propagationestimatorscould be

lO.

(B)
5ø

1.0

considered.

The first estimator, generally more sensitiveto the quasiparallel waves, consistsin the determinationof the signsof
Im (S•2) and Im (S45): the imaginary parts of measured
cross-spectrabetween two electric or two magnetic wave
o.1
1.
lO.
field components,both perpendicular to each other and to
Fig. 9. (a)SameasFigure8bbutforfpe/f= 0.75.Thesolidline the Earth magneticfield. Accordingto the wave and plasma
correspondsto 0 = 80ø, and the dashedline to 0 = 5ø. (b) Same as parametersat the point of measurementthe estimator may
be more sensitive to one mode than to the other. The
Figure8bbutforfpe/f= 0.75.
fc./fx

•

fc./fu.,

80 ø

fc./f
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Fig. 11. Variations
ofQEandQivversusfce/fførfpe/f
= 0.08(A],B1),fpe/f'0.75(A2,B2),anaft,
e/f= 1.2(A3,B3).
The wave frequencyis f = 300 kHz.

phenomenon
may be so importantat the vicinityof the

The second estimator, more sensitive to the quasi-

waves,isobtained
bytesting
thevalues
Pœand
characteristic
frequencies
of themedium
(electron
gyrofre- perpendicular
to theperpendicular
energy,
in
quency,upperhybridfrequency,R = 0 cutofffrequency, PH of theratioof theparallel

against
etc.) that the identification
of a givenmodemay be impos- the electricand magneticwave field components,
A majorresultof the studyis the definitionof
sible,evenwhenit conveysthelargestwaveenergydensity. thresholds.
The estimator used for the electric measurements(Im (S]2))

thresholdsfor electric as well as for magneticmeasurements.

presentstwo seriousdrawbacks:
first,it doesnot applyin Their values,which dependon the wave and plasmaparamespecific
regionsof theCMA diagram,andsecond,it maybe ters,are alwaysmuchlowerthan 1. For instance,with the
usedfor Figures
4 and5, PœandPH valuesgreater
sensitiveto quasi-perpendicular
waves.Thereis no restric- parameters
tion for the estimator used for the magnetic measurements than 0.2 are sufficientto establishthe existenceof O and X
polarization,
respectively.
Infinite(orlarge)valuesof Pœand
(Im (S45)).
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Fig. 12. Variations
of 0œandOH versus
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frequency is f = 300 kHz.

PH arenotrequired.An exampleof application
to Vikingdata mode (propagationquasi-parallel or quasi-perpendicular)
has enabled us to check that in the source region, AKR
emissions could be the sum of L-O and R-X waves.

may be derived. But obviouslythere are caseswhere the use
of the propagationmodeestimatorsdoesnot lead to reliable
identifications.The only way to proceedis to perform a full

Applicationshave been performedon syntheticdata constructedfrom two-propagationmode modelswith different determination of the WDFs in each mode, which has never
wave distributionfunctions.They showthat the combination been undertaken so far. As a consequence, if one wants to
of the four estimatorsoften enablesus,to point out the avoid any misinterpretations,one must carefully study the
simultaneous
presence
of the two modes.'
Moreover,when propertiesof the propagationmodeestimators--aswe did-the WDFs of the two modesare very differentand when the with the wave and plasma parameters in hand, before
wave frequency is far from the characteristicfrequency of startingthe analysis of real data.
As long as the waveforms of the electric and magnetic
the medium, the main propagationcharacteristicsin each
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0
(p
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(R - L)2(n2- P)2

/x'-

(n2- L)2 sin2
0
=1
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